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This report presents .a description of procedures used in producing
the National Union Catalog, a nationwide -nion catalog in card form that
has been maintained at the Library of Congress.since 1901, and an

'. analysis of the variations found in recOzds-as they are integrated into
the file. In order to understand Lwe of the problems involved and
derive some of the requirements for producing .a consistent nationwide
library, data base, it appeared useful to study. the procedures employed
in building one of thg largest files with the attributes. of a catalog
that is maintained today.

This study was funded by the National Commisqion on Libraries and
Information Science and performed under contract by Dr. Raymond F.
Vondran, with the administrative and technical direction of the Library
of Congreit Network Development Office. It is one of a series of tasks
in a project to provide information for a rational and cost- effective
design for the development of a nationwide library data base.

-.-

Henriette D. Avram
Network Development Office
Library of Congress
January 1980
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PREFACE

The National Union Catalog was begun by the Libraly of Congress
in 1901 with the stated purpose of becoming a centril repository of
bibliographic and location information concerning the resources of the
malor North American libraries. -It was not, however, until January 1956
tiat' the publication of union catalog information was begun with the
conversion of the Library of Congress Catalog--Books: Authors into the
National Union Catalog: A Cumulative Author Lidt. At the time of first
publication, only around 103,000 outside reports were being received
annually for thecatalog,1/^while in fiscal year 1978 over 4.5 million
reports were received from libraries in the United States and Canada.
The maintenance and publication of the National Uni9rr Catalog are
currently under the,control of the Catalog Publication Division oE the
Library of Congress. Since the publication of the original book catalog
in 1956, thepublishing function cf the division, has expanded to'include
the Register of Additional Locations; Subject Catalog; Films and Other.
Materials for Projection; Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordidgei
Chinese Cooperative Catalog; Monographic Series; Newspapers in
Microform; National Register of Microform Master's;; Library of Congress
Name. Headings with References; and Symbols of American Libraries.

The National Union Catalog., the most extensive of the divisiqn's
ipUblications,- has actively served the cause of scholarship and library
effectiveness by providing current bibliographic and location
information for the resources of American libraries and has materially
contributed to the rational organization of acquisitions and resource
sharing, cataloging, interlibrary loan, and reference and; information.
work worldwide. The experience of the National Union. Catalog provide's,
information and .guidance that are of immediate relevance to the design
and planning of,future nationwide data base and networking activities.
Although it is presently a:system based upon manual files and production
procedures,2/ the fundamental characteristics of the system, in
the establishment and continuous integration of records into a file
Created by decentralized input, are basic to union catalogs built by any
type of procedure. This- file (the' catalog) has the integrity of a
catalog of pnique bibliographic records controlled by a single set of
authorities and consistently applied national standards. Editorial
procedures in the Catlaog yublication Division require that each record
received from a participating library be subject to a critical
examination and edit to ensure its conformance to the standards of a
centralized Control File, including current Library of Congress
practices and national bibliographic standards. .Thus,' the National
Union Catalog presents itselfas a working model that can be analyzed to

:_project those activities required 'to fulfill some of the primary
objectives for the library bibliographic component of a nationwide
network.



The present study was undertaken to fulfill two principle
objectives which would provide background data for the systematic
development of the library bibliographic component ?f a nationwide data
base and network, The first objective included analysis of the
operations of the National Union Catalog in its current manual mode to
determine some'of the requirements for an automated nationwide union
catalog. The 'second objective .focused upon the characteristic
differences of outside reports in comparison to Library of Congress
records, in order to determine the extent of variation in bibliographic
reporting-that would probably exist in any future. data base jeceiving
decentralized input.

A mixed methodology was employed in gathering data which included
examining summary statistics for fiscal year 1978; examining raw tallies
of data for fiscal year 1978 kept for eadn reportinglinstitukion
concerning number of reports and exclusions; interviews with key
National Union Catalog personnel; observing searchers and editors fn
their work with representativesearching and editorial problems; drawing
a sam;le of 230 National Union Catalog reports replaced by Library. of
Congress records to ascertain length of elapsed timebefore replacem#ht;
and the comparison of valid lists orreporting libraries with published
information. indicating their capacity to deliver bibliographic records
in machine-readable form. The specific methodology used with each set
of findings will be detailed within the text of this report, when it is
necessary to make certain assumptions explicit or to indicate
limitations of the'Mata gathered.

This project could not have been completed without the aid and
encouragemht of many people who generously contributed both ideas and
information. I would like to express my gratitude to Gloria Hsia, chief
of the Catalog Publication Division, for introducing me to the National
Union Catalog and for thoroughly critiquing ands improving the final
manuscript; to John Reamy of the NUC Control Section and Barbara Petty
of the NUC Publication Section for giving me access to current
statistical *information and guidance in observing the searching
operFtticns; to Frances Thackston, Starr Smith,. and John Everete of the
NUC Editorial Section for outlining editorial policies and operations
and for-permitting me to closely observe their editorial work; to David
Graham and Jacqueline"Lee, who served as research assistants in the most
professional manner in spite of considerable pressUres and obstacles;
and to Sally McCallum, project Monitor, whose guidance, encouragement,
and affable criticism contributed measurably to the quality of the final
product.

--

I

Raymond F. Vondran
Grikdualte Department of

Library and Information Science
The Catholic UniVersity of America
December 1979



NOTES

1. John W. Cronin, "History-of the National Union Catalog, Pre-
1956 Imprints," in Maurice F. Tauber and Hilda Feinberg,
eds., Books Catalogs (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow Press,
1971), p. 124.

2. Notable exceptions to these procedures are the machine
processing of information appearing in the Register of
Additional Locations and a small-scale experiment in the
receipt of added locations in machine-readable form.



1. THE NATIONAL UNION CATALOG: OPERATIONS AND WORKFLOW

1.1 Overview of Workflow and Volume of Work

1.1.1 Organization of Operations

The Catalog Publication Divi.sion of the Library of Congress (LC)
has the responsibility fOrithe compilation and publication of the
National Union Catalog (teaf'''''and related publications. The division is
broken down into five major sections, which include the Office of the
Chief, the NUC ControlSection, the NUC Editorial Section, the NUC
Publication Section, and the Special Catalogs Section. The focus of
this report is upon the NUC Control Section and the NUC Editorial
Section. The NUC Control Section has the major responsibility for the
searching and disposition Of outside reports and the maintenance of a
Control File. This Control .Filercontains all records that have been
published in the NUC of post-1955 imprints and forms the primary control
tool for that catalog. The NUC.Editiorial Section edits outside reports
for publication the NUC, supplements the internal syndetic structure
of the Control File, and ensures that duplicate records, entered under
a different main entry element or different form, are not added tc the
Control File oi`published in the NUC.

The internal operations of the Catalog Publi6ktion Division are
dependent upon searching and editing procedures applied to manual. files.
The exception,to this procedure is the searching of the LC MARC data
bade when a submitted outside report is within the scope of LC MARC
records. The limitations of coverage of the LC MARC file, comprising
English- language imprints since 1968 and other Roman-alphabet languages
being added between 1973 and 1977,-iestrict its present utility in daily
operations.' Thus, the process of searching the LC MARC file is followed
neither frequently nor consistently due to the limitations on the scope
of the LC MARC data, technical difficulties ih searching the file, and
the exigenCies of the internal work flow.'

The work flow begins with manual sorts to separate out those
reports that are immediately identifiable as aoled locations for records
already in the Control File, such as outside reports that carry an LC or
an NUC card number on the record. At thid, stage records are also
examined to 'determine whether they fall within reporting scope of the
NUC guidelines for repOrting. 'The remaining items are sorted
alphabetically and searched in the Control File. After the initial
examination and searching procedures have been accomplished, the work of
the Editorial S,-tion contributes to the, integrity of the Control File
and the published catalog by the further elimination of duplicate
records and records excluded by the guidelines, by modifying outside
reports to conform to the existing file structure and to current LC

1



practices, and by es ablishing the most judicious access point and
references for records hick will have limited access points within a
book catalog. All rec 4s identified as duplicates of either LC .records
or previously publish d records are sent to the NUC Publication Section
for incorporation into the Register of Additional Locations.

There are a series of natural constraints upon the overall
organization of work and upon the general operational efficiency of the
system that stem from. the difficulty of manipulating catalog cards and
accessing and maintaining a large manual file. Difficulties arise from
searching a file the size of the Control File due to the large physical
space required to house it, the complexity of alphate-eical sequences,
and the necessarily limited access points; from the physical
inaccessibility of the LC Official Catalog, which is the final source of
authority control for the Control File, due to the current remote
location of the division; and from the absence of important reference
tools for establishing entries and'the necessary time to use these tools
extensively if they were available yet still maintain the publishing
schedule. 'A macro analysis 'of the major operations and decisions in the
production of the NUC can be found in Figure 1.

1.1.2 Volume of Work

During fiscal year 1978 the Catalog Publication Division received
4,514,676 bibliographic records from 438 libraries in the United States
and Canada. Although the mean number'ofreports per library was 10,307,
there was wide variation in the extent of this reporting. Single
reports were received' from smaller, institutions such as Graceland
_College, while large research libraries such as the University of Texas
submitted as many as 146,849 records. Of the original outside reports
submitted, about 2.8' percent (128,289) were immediately excluded from
consideration because they did not fallwithinvkhe .NUC guidelines for
reporting. On the basis -of processing data.rePorted for fiscal year
1978, 11.6 percent of the reports received were pre-1956 imprints, 56.1
percent were found to be known duplicates before bibliographic searching
was undertaken, and 27.5 percent were found to be dupPicates or outside
of NUC reporting guidelines in the searching and editing process. Only
2 percent of the records submitted entered the NUC Control File,as:
records for unique bibliographic items that will be published in the NUC
cf post-19L55 imprints. The disposition of NUC. reports 4s 'depicted
graphically in Figure 2.

1.2 NUC Control Section

The NUC Control Section organizes the input into the National 1

Union Catalog system. At this first stage in the operation all outside
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FIGURE 2
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reports are examined to determine.whether they fit within the published
guidelines established for full or selective reporting. Libraries
participating, in full reportingare asked to exclude froth their reports
the following: reprints, serials, United Nations publications, official
state publications (with the exception of the one library in each state
designated to report), and United States government publicationd (except
for analytics in series not analyzed on LC cards) Selective reporting
guidelines restrict librarieS to submitting records for items that. are
foreign or outside the book trade, items for which LC cards are

.

unavailable, and rare or unusual imprints. The Control Section
administration contends that reporting libraries adhere closely to
specified guidelines. The error rate, or the percentage of imprints
received which are excluded by NUC guidelines, is relatively smalli 2.8

percent of all reports received. To avoid unnecessary searches, all
reports received are.carefully examined for exclusions before. searching.

Not all excluded items are indeed true 'errors' on the part of

the reporting library. Some libraries, with the permission of the
Catalog Publication Division, report all cataloged items regardless of

guidelines, as-a convenience to the reporting library and ensure that
all valid items are submitted for possible inclusion. Categories of
exclusion are described with examples for searchers in the Searchers'
Manual prepared by the Searching Unit of the NUC Catalog Control
Section. Items regularly excluded include works in braille, broadsides,
manuscript collections, honor's theses, domestic master's/theses (except
those in library science), microforms in series which have incomplete
cataloging information, motion' picturesi-' music 'scores, recorded
interviews, pre-1956 imprints,'seminarq,apers, orientalia, and, serials.
State and federal documents are entered into the Control File when they
are new items, but subsequent reports of these items are not recorded as
additional holding locations. Records for excluded items are forwarded,
if appropriate, to other catalogs or units within the Catalog
Publication Division or to other divisions of LC.

1.2.1 Catalog Maintenance Unit

The Catalog Maintenance Unit of the NUC Control Section maintains
the Control File of 1956 and later imprints, the supplementary file to
the NUC of pre-1956 imprints, and the file of pre-1956 imprints of the
Slavic Union" Catalog. The principle functions of the unit include
filing in the post-1955 imprint Control File and signaling errors in

filing, heading conflicts, and other problems in the syndetic structure
of the file to unit supervisors, NUC editors, the Descriptive of Shared
Cataloging Division, or the MARC Editorial Division. The NUC Control
File which is maintained by the unit serves as .a cumulativp card
repository of all entries found in the NUC of post -1955 imprints and as
a source of authority for later items. which may be established under the
same or similar headings. Both the pre-1956 NUC''-aild its supplement are



separate from the post-1955 RUC Control File, and non-LC headings
established for outside entries are not necessarily checked and verified
between the post-1955 and the pre-1956 files.

During fiscal yar 1978 same 530,495 cards were added to the
Control File, consisting, of BC main entries, added entries, cross
references, revised main entries/ preliminary cataloging, and shelflist
cards. If preliminary cataloging; references," added' entries, and
shelflist cards'are excluded, cards for 291,341. unique bibliographic
items were added to the Control File. Records for 68.3.percent of these
items were received from LC and 31.7 percent were received froM outside
sources.

Although Catalog Publication is a division of LC and although
most of the records contained in the Control File originated flom LC,
the variations in.the headings of reporting libraries make it impossible
to create an authority structure in the NUC Control File and the
published catalogs that is identical with that of the LC Official
Catalog. When outside reports are searched to remove duplication and
the nonddplicates are forwarded to the editors for examination, they may
be modified, in both bibliographic description and entry headings to
conform to the-Structures in the Control File (which is dominated by LC
headings), LC -policies and practices, the editorial practices of the
division, and the Anglo-American.Cataloging Rules (AACR). The principle
sources of variation between the headings in the NUC Control File and
the LC Official Catalog result from:

1) integration into the Control File of outside
\
headings which

have not been established in the LC Official Catalog;

2) , integration into the Control File of outside headings 'which
have been established in the LC Official Catalog, 114.,
where, since no conflict for the heading existed _in the-----/

Control File at the time of establishment and no search was
made of the Official Catalog, the 'outside report was
established as received;

3) the small number of cross references'created for headings in
the ControrFile., Because of publishing demands, not all
recommended cross references are made in the Control File,
as would have been the'cost in the Official Catalog. (For

"example, inverted cross references are not made for

conferences.)

Therefore, subsequent reports with the same or similar heading may be
modified to conform to headings of outside reports already:established
in the Control File, which with its established reference structure
serves as a form of authority. As a rule, however, when an LC record is
entered into the Control File, that record and the form of its headings
take precedence in the Control File.

- 6 -
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If a heading has already been established in the Control File
'using a' previousoutside report, this heading will be main .ained as an
established heading if it conforms' to the current cataloging rules and
if there is. no, conflict. Only under special conditions, such as the
establishment of a corporate entry, are outside headings searched in the
LC Official Catalog before being established in the Cont C1 File. Thus,
one can argue that the NUC Control File establishes, an authority
structure which is neither that of the LC Official Catalog nor that of
individual libraries submitting reports but is instead that of a

separate catalog, i.e., the Control File, receiving decentralized input.

1.2.2 Searching Unit

During fiScal year 1978, 701,478 records were searched in the NOC
Control File and 1,370,402 records ware received to be searched. As of
September 29, 1978, there were'3,267,178 records waiting to 6e searched
in the Control File, and there are indications tilat this backlkof
records to be searched will not easily be diminished. Catalog
Publication Division administrators report that the time taken for a
record to pass through seirching'and be entered into the Control File
ranges from a few days to,twenty-two months. Despite the large backlog
in searching, the average lapsed time for searching is less then one
year. The items to be searched are in a temporary work file into which
new reports are entered each day and from which searched reports are
removed each day. Since searching is done in alphabetical sequence,
howeleL, how quickly a new repoit will besearched will depend on which
letter is being searched when the new report enters the temporary work
file.

. Searches are conducted in the :Control File by searchers with
varying knowledge of cataloging rules and procedures. Cards are
arranged in large alphabetical batches by main entry so that a single
searcher may spend a considerable amount of time searching a few card
drawers in close proximity. Searchers have specific searching quotas to
meet, ranging from forty to fifty- searches per hour or about 1,700
searchds per week. As a result, searchers move quickly through record
batches, entering the file under main entry and quickly comparing title
_and \date fields as the most commonly used elements to determine
duplicates. Secondary points used to discriminate between records are
other imprint information, the series statement and the pagination: The
edition statement is usually not as important an element for
discrimination as the others mentioned. If a duplicate match is not
found in the first pass, a searcher may later approach the Control File
from an added entry, depending upon the information given in the author
statement.

Sr.:archers are generally not,conversant with the AAC., but follow
the internally produced Searchers' Manual for determining duplicates.



If a matching record is not found in the file, a searcher will typically
scan proximate records in the Control File to ensure that there has been
no misfile of an existing record. If the first search does not result
in a match, other clearly indicated entry points will be /searched.
Rather than attempt heuristic searches, in the file, searchers will
typically fill out a flag record in short form and place it into tie
Control File where the search has taken place and forward the record 'to
the Editorial Section.

Because of the nature of duplicate searching, which is at one
time labor intensive and also fixed rule priented, attempts have been
made in systems using machine readable data to write programs which will
eliminate duplication in a file with little human intervention. A study
was conducted for the Illinois State Library by-Martha, E. Williams to
determine whether a state 'union catalog could be constructed with
machine searches for internal duplicatio...1/ The objective of the study
was to investigate an inexpensive technique for producing a ;File based
upon decentralized input which would contain but one representation for
each unique record. Two forms of error are inherent in any matching
system. Mismatches occur when a unique and distinct record is thought

1

to be duplicated in the file and elimina ed as if it were a true
duplicate. Missed matches occur when true duplicate is added to a
file and assumed to be a unique and distinct record.' The philosophy of
the -investigators was. that it was more detrimental to the system to err
with mismatches because the intellectual content of a work was lost to
the bibliographic system.

The primary search key for elimination of duplicates was the
title field because it is a relatively good discriminator which appears
in nearly all records and is least subject to variations in cataloging
practice.2/ Other disdriminators include date," pagination, and
authorship. The tests were conducted usincj three files :' 73,552 records
(master file) fr.om OCLC, Inc.,- 57,728 records from Northwestern
University, and 22;857 records from the. University of Chicago. Two
-passes were made of each record. On the first pass.titles.were
compared, not character by character but by a bit string comparison
called a Harrison Key, in which variations in titles due to
transcription and clerical error were reduced by applying a Hamming
distance ,criteria for matching which peimitted some title variation
between duplicate records. Date, pagination, and finally authbeship
were used in the second pass for a higher level of discrimination. This

, sequence for identifying duplidates (title, date; pagination). is similar
to the search strategies observed at the NUC in the conduct of this
investigation.

Test results indicate this machine strategy to be highly'
effective in eliminating duplication from a file. Tests using the
title/date key alone indicate a matching effectiveness of 97.10
percent.3/ Using additional combinations, error was reduced to 0.0704
percent on matches of 2,838 pairs of records. -"Using title/Cate/LC card

8



number/ISBN search keys the effectiveness of the procedure was 99.62
percent.4/ Through these procedures only 1.1 percent of the records
required manual verification. Such procedureF could 'be used for

removing duplicates and signaling locations in a national union catalog
on nationwide data -base that was based upon machine-readable records and
operations.

1.3 NUC Editorial Section

The NUC Editorial Section is responsible for integrating records
from outside sources into the Control File of the NUC. The work of the
editorial' staff is both heuristic and at times creative, attempting to
ensure that duplicate records are not added to the Control File,
modifying records to conform to the established file structure and
authority, and applying the AACR as adopted under LC's policy of
superimposition. Editors correct and modify both entry headings and
descriptive cataloging of outside reports but make no changes in subject
headings or classification. .Tor, Control. File serves as the primary
authority for integrating records. The LC Official Catalog is only
se arched by assistant editors when there is a conflict between headings
in the Control File or when an outside report contains a corporate main
entry that has not been established in the Control/File, a personal name
of nobility, or the name' of an author who flourished before the
nineteenth century.

The major variation-between NUC editorial practice and IC
practice is in. the interpretation of P.ACR concerning added entries and
in the quantity of cross teferences made. This variation results from
the editorial demands of publishing a book catalog and the difficulty in
integrating records without the items that they describe in hand. In
editing outside reports for inclusion 'in the Control File, editors are
.it.liberty to choose the best and fullest record that conforms to LC
practices and to the AACR. If additional added entries not found on the
record are required, however, additional access points are not made.
Thus, if an outside report contained two author added entries and a

title added entry, and these were within LC practice and specified by
the AACR, these additional access points would be made. On the other
hand, if an identical record were to be submitted without these added
entries, these additional access points might not be made, even if the
bibliographic description clearly indicated that applicatio.:.of the AACR
would require additional added entries, because it is difficult to be
certain of the entries without the item being cataloged. in hand.

The resources for editing include the AACR, the Control File, NUC
editorial policy, the internal and published policy decisions of the LC
cataloging divisions, conversations with members of the LC Descriptive
Catalog4ng Division, the LC Official Catalog, the recommendations of



individual librarie5'.. Ronsidered authorities in specific areas, and the
most likely approach of the user of the published NUC. Constraints upon
the system include the limited access Control File, the requirements of
a published book catalog-,- the r trictive crossreference structure of
both the Control File and the uirements ofspace in a publication,
and the inherent problems of modify g a cataloging record without the
document in hand. While written ternal NUC editing guidelines are
available to editors, difficulties in keeping them current has
diminished their usefulness. A recent updating of a specific subset of
the guidelines in the area of Catholic Church and Church History has
resulted in greater editorial consistency, according. to the editorial
staff. The-extension of detailed editing.guidelines into other areas
would perhaps produce .the same results. Because of these constraints,
many of the editorial <decisions must be based upon the individual
judgment and the experience of the, editor and the editor's knowledge of
practices at and quality of the cataloging records of specifib
institutions, while taking into accountthe limitations of a file and
publication designed for main and added entry access.

There is a tendency on the part of the editorial staff to choose
title entry when confronted with a variety of practices, providing added
entries from _other approaches as possible. The heading on an outside
report is modified when the heading has been established by an LC record
or a previous outside report. Changes in choice or form of heading will
also be made when a conflict exists in the Control File or information
on the record obviously varies from AACR standards.

One means of creating a more consistent Control Ale that would
serve as a base of high integrity as a.national file would be have
greater accesa' f".o 'authorities of LC and to create a writ en set of
editorial guidelines whiCh could also be distributed to libr ies who
supply reports to"the NUC. The inherent limitations of manual files and
the space limitations of a publication with limited access points will
continue to prevent the shaking of bibliographic information on a
national level to reach its potential for efficient access to a-data
base under_a uniform system of authorities.
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2. CHARACTERISTICS OF REPORTING LIBRARIES

2.1 Types of Libraries and Volume of Reports

The 438 libraries that submit reports to the Catalog Publication
Division fore ti-e NUC break down, into six basic types according to their
specialization or subject .collectio strengths: business, theology,
humanities' and social science, law, scientific and medical, and general
collections. Each of the reporting libraries was classified into one of
these mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories by consulting the
American Library Directory to determine specificeubject strengths. The
number of reports received by the Catalog Publication Division during
fiscal year 1978 was then calculated for each type of librarylreporting.

The vast majority of outside reports (about 86.4 percent) were
received from 51 percent of the libraries which fell into the category
of libraries containing general collections--the ,larger U.S. academic
and research libraries. A relatively small portion of the major
university and research libraries provided a large proportion of the
total reports, received for the NUC in fiscal year 1978. Twenty-three
major libraries, which represent only 5.25 percent of the libraries,
reporting, contributed 34 percent of the records submitted to the NUC.
Although the plan for, datagathering had not originally included the
category of theology libraries, it was found in the data collection to.
represent 11 percent of all libraries reporting and surpassed both law
and business libraries in terms of the number of items reported. Table
1 lists the proportion of reports submitted by each type of library and
the proportion of reporting libraries classified in each type.

Turning from the analysis of the number of reports received to
the number of new unique records that are actually added to the NUC
Control File, the same pattern is again of ,large research libraries
making the greatest contribution of records. In a survey conducted by
the Library of Congress staff, a systematic sample was taken of the non-
LC reports listed in the four voluMes of the July-September 1976
quarterly edition of the NUC. This sample consisted of 108 clusters of
seven records each and yielded 754 unique non-LC records whiCh were
analyzed in terms of the number of records contributed by each library.
These libraries were categorized into the basic six types of libraries
by collection strength. Again, a small number of predominently research
and university libraries contributed a high percentage of non-LC records,
for the publication. Twenty-three libraries, which represented only 12
percent of the 191 libraries in the sample, provided approximately 42.6
percent of the unique non-LC records.

It would be easy to conclude that the main contributors to a
future nationwide data base would be the Major American university and
research libraries. Such extrapolation from the data derived from study

7



TABLE 1

REPORTS RECEIVED BY TYPE OF LIBRARY
(Fiscal Year 1978)

TYPE OF LIBRARY , REPORTS RECEIVED LIBRARIES
No. % No.

,00--

Business 10,492 .2 4 1

Theology 98,233 2.2 49 11

Humanities/Social Science 169,128 3.7 67 . 15 ,

Law 77,251 1.7 21 5

Science/Medic_ne 255,234 5.7- 72 16 .

General Collections 3,903,252 86.4 225 51

TOTAL 4,514,676 99.9 438 99



of the NUC reporting must be made, with duecaution, however. Since both

reporting and using bibliographic information are in part functions of

perceived cost and benefit. to the individual libraries who contribute to

and use the NUC, participation may be Zimited by the following factors:

.thedifficulties in reporting,''the costs of access to the NUC, the

obsolescence' of the bibliographic data, the use of alternative systems

such as OCIC, Inc., Research Libraries Information Network (RLIN), or

Washington Library Network (WLN), and the inflexibility of main entry
cataloging inforiation.bobnd by a single set of standards. Tti4se may

tend to limit participation in specific ways that would not be the same
in a nationwide on-line system!which offered each library a different

set of cost/benefit considerations.

2.2 Adherence to Reporting Guidelines

There is little difference in the rate at which reports from
various types-of libraries are excluded by NUC reporting guidelines,
with the exception of the humanities and social science libraries, which
have a rate of contributed out-of-scope reports to in-scope reports of

2:1. Libraries within the humanities and social science group are

generally smaller special libraries, museum and society libraries, or
university departmental libraries. It may be more difficult to enforce

guidelines upon the small independent libraries of this group, but the
special collections of these institutions may make this rate of out-of-

scope reportsr tolerable when compared to their overall contribution of
potentially unique holdings. The rate of exclusion by.type of library 1

is displayed in Table 2.

2.3 Automated Capabilities of Reporting Libraries

One of the most crucial questions in anticipating the

requirements for the development of a nationwide data base with on-line

'access is the extent to-which potential participants have the capacit3
to transmit records in machine-readable form. The strategy in thiA
study was to use the NUC 'libraries as a core of, potential participants
in this data base and to assess their automation capability. Datamow ere

gathered to answer this question by examining NUC statistics on
reporting libraries and producing a list of all libraries that had

submitted reports to the NUC during fiscal year 1978. This list was
searched in the published literature to determine which libraries were

either active. members of an on-line network or information-utility, or
had an operational in-house capability of producing and maintaining

records in machine-readable form. The number of records potentially
available in machine - readable form was then calculated on the basis of

NUC statistics on the number of records submitted by each reporting
library during fiscal year 1978. These data are subject to one

- 13-



TABLE 2

RATE OF EXCLUSIONS BY TYPE OF LIBRARY
(Fiscal Year 1978)

TYPE OF LIBRARY OUT-OF-SCOPE
RATE

OUT-OF-SCOPE CONTRIBUTED
REPORTS (%) REPORTS (%)

..
Business 1.9 .15 .2

Theology 3.4 2.58 2.2

Humanities/Social Science 5.6 7.58 3.7

,241

Law 2.6 1.59 1.7

Science/Medicine 2.4 4.70 5.7

General Collections 2.7 83.57 86.4

TOTAL (Percent) 99.01 99.9 -

TM AL (Number) 2.8 128,289 4,514,676
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Important unverified assumption: libraries that have a machine- readable
bibliographic capability actually use this capability for all
bibliographic records they submit to the NUC. A secondary assumption is
that all libraries that have this capability are known to this
investigator.

Of the 4,514,676 outside reports received by the NUC during
fiscal year 1978, 89.3 percent were potentially available in machine -
readable form (Table 3). As might be expected in the light of their
large contribution of reports to the NUC (86.4 percent), the largest
potential contributors of machine-readable records were the libraries
with general collections (research and academic) which were capable of
supplying 90.5 percent of the machine-readable reports. The other types
of librapes taken together would only be able to provide 9.5 percent of
all machine-readable reports - -less than their overall present
contribution of reports to the NUC (13.6 percent). Thus it can be noted
from Table 4 that the proportion of reports would diminish from all
othertypesoflibrariesifinputandaccessweremlyavailablin
machine-readable form. '"

An examination of Table 5 shows that the majojk of reports
contributed by each type of library were potentially available in
machinereadable form and that a majority of libraries in business and
theology as well as -libraries with general collections had this
Capability. Thus-it would seem to be feasible for a nationwide network
to .orient its operations to machine-readable rather than manual
procedures for bibliographic reporting. This would accommodate the
majority of libraries potentially reporting And woulc orient operations
to the vast majority of all records received.

Moreover, if we consider the three major bibliographic utilities'
contribution to the potential national library network data store, OCLC,
RLIN,and WLN would be able to report 95.4')percent of all machine-
readable records available frOm NUC participating libraries. This would
include the reports of 97.7 percent of all libraries that have machine
readable bibliographic capabilities. Lastly, linkage with these three
utilities would potentially provide access to 85.6 percent of all
reportt received for the NUC during fiscal year 1978.



TABLE 3

POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTION OF MACHINE-READABLE REPORTS
(Fiscal Year 1978)

REPORTS/LIBRARIES NUMBER PERCENT

'Reports Available in
machine-readable form

Reports not available in
machine-readable form

4,032,108

482,568

89

11

TOTAL REPORTS 4,514,676 100

Libraries capable of
reporting in machine-
readable form

268 61

Libraries not capable
of reporting in
machinereadable- for -m_

170 39

TOTAL. LIBRARIES 438 100



TiBLE 4

DISTRIBUTION BY TYPE OF LIBRARY OF

MACHINE-READABLE AND NOT- MACHINE - READABLE REPORTS

(Fiscal Year 19.78) t

'

COULD REPORT IN COULD NOT REPORT IN

TYPE OF LIBRARY MACHINE-READABLE FORM MACHINE-READABLE FORM TOTAL

Report121 Libraries(%) Reports(%) Libraries4%) Reports(%) Libraries(%)

Business .2 1 1 .2 1

Theology 1.5 10 7.4 14 2.2 11

W) Humanities/Social Science 2.7, 8 11.9 27 3.1 15

I

Law 1.0 4 7.3 6 1.7 5

Science/Medicine 3.9 11 20.6 25 5.7 16

General Collections 90.5 66 52,3 27 86,4 51

TOTAL (Percent) 99.8 100 100.0 100 99.9 99

TOTAL (Number) 4,032,108 262 482,568 170 4,514,676 438

27



TABLE 5

PROPORTION OF REPORTS FROM EACH TYPE OF

LIBRARY THAT ARE POTENTIALLY AVAILABLE

IN MACHINE-READABLE FORM

(Fiscal Year 1978)

TYPE OF LIBRARY

COULD REPORT IN

MACHINE-READABLE FORM

COULD NOT REPORT IN

MACHINE-READABLE FORM TOTAL

V

Records(%) Libraries(%) Records(%) Libraries(%) Records(No.) Libraries(No.)

Business 77 50 23 50 10,492 4

Theology 63,7 53 36.3 47 98,233 49

Humanities/Social Science 65,9 31,3 34,1 68.7 169,128 67

Law 'i 55 47.6 45 ,,' 52.4 77,251 21

Sciences/Medicine 61,2 41.7 38.8 58.3, 255,234 72

General Collections 93.5 79.6 6,5 20.4 3,903,252 225



3. 'DIFFERENCES,IN HEADINGS, BETWEEN OUTSIDE REPORTS TO THE NUC
AND LC RECORDS

The analysis of the-extent of differences in both entry and
subject headings between outside library reports added to the NUC
Control File of the Catalog. Publication Division and those LC records
which later -replaced these reports gives us an opportunity to observe
difficulties that will be encountered in bringing together records
created by various bibliographic standards and practices in'establishing
a nationwide data base. It is expected that the cataloging created in
different instItutions will vary due to a number of specific factors,
including the reference sources available to the cataloger, the
publications for which the required headingewere first established, the
cataloging codes ,used, the cataloging guidelines and :ipolicies
established in individual institutions, the file structuke of the
existing catalog into which new records are inCozpgrated, the
individuals: who interpret the rules, and and the size'of the collection
and the catalog of the institution. The integrity of a national file of
bibliographic information based upon decentralized ,input will depend
upon a consistent and uniform policy for establishing headingt. In a
sense, examination of differences between LC and outside headings is a

comparison between different bases of bibliographic data, under separate
but interrelated authority systems and policy guidelines.

3.1 Study Design

A sample of bibliographic records was taken to reliably estimate
the ,,Ixtent of variations between LC cataloging practices and the-
practices of libraries that reported their holdings to the NUC. This
sample study was broadly modeled after a study comparing outside reports -

and LC replacements on specific data elements carried out by Gloria
Hsia, chief of the Catalog Publication Division, in 1969. That study
examined a small sample of replaced outside reports within the broad
categories of entry headings, subject headings, and bibliographic
description. The present study limits itself to variations in both
entry and -subject headings found on a sample of outside reports which
had been added to the Control File and published in the NUC and those
found on the LC records that replaced the outside reports. The headings
are compared for speCific, detailed categories of differences. The
categories used in the analysis of,these differences were designed tQ,be
consistent with other tasks directed by the Network Development Office
so that meaningful comparisons could result between various studies. It
shOuld be noted that the copies of outside library reports that are
added to the Control File are the original records received from the
reporting libraries, with editing changes marked, not the retyped
version that appears in the printed NUC. The comparisons were made
between the data as provided by the reporting library and the
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corresponding LC records produced later (and independently) by the LC
cataloging divisions.

A sample design was developed to determine the extent of
differences between NUC,outside reports and the LC-records that replaced
them at a level of 90 percent confidence and 5 percent tolerance. Thus;
there would be a 90 percent chance that proportions calculated from the
data in the sample would be within 5 percent of the true population
proportion: To determine- the smallest sample size that would be
sufficient to meet these requirements, a measure of the homogeneity of
the population on the variable deemed most critical (the number of
reports that had at least one variation in an entry heading when
compared to the LC record that replaced it) was required. The best
available estimate of this homogeneity was provided by the study
conducted by Mrs. Hsia. Using this measure of homogeneity as a'

correction factor, it was determined that a sample of 250 outside
reports replaced by LC records would be adequate to achieve the required
level of 'Onfidence-and tolerance. Posthoo analysis revealed that a'

ize of 233 would have been adequate to achieve the purposes of
the eti gn.

A simple random sample was taken from the 1978/79 outside reports
replaced by LC records that were held by the Searching Unit of the
Catalog Publication Division: An outside library, report may survive the
screening for duplication and exclusion and be added as a unique record
to the Control File- and published in a monthly or quarterly volume of
the, . NUC but then be superseded by an LC record. Superseded records are

-held for a period by the Searching Unit. The 250 record sample was
copied and each record was searched in the Control File' and compared in
terms of variations in entry and subject heading acce points with the
LC record that replaced them. Differences were no ed on each.copy of
the outside report and coded by the principle inve tigator. A trial
experiment to determine the reliability of coding w s undertaken before
the test sample was drawn and analyzed. The speci is categories of
differences' and the results of the data analysi a e given in the
following sections.

3.2 Format for Subject Heading Analysis

The categories for analyzing subject heading differences between
outside reports and LC replaceMents were developed to be content ark
comparable with other research concerned with developing general
guidelines for applying IC subject headings in a network context; as

rlined in Task 11 of the Nationwide Data Base Design Project.1/
cifically, these ,categories were created for use in the analysis of
variations between LC subject heading practices and records in the

rt western University Library Africana file and the serial records in
the Conver.sion of Serials (CONSER) project. The perspective of these
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categories of comparison is from thatof the LC record. The categories
used for subject heading analysis were:

o Additional LC Subject Heading
o Absence of Outside Library Subject Heading
o Variation in Form of Subject Heading
o Additional LC Subject Subdivision,

form subdivision
chronological subdivision
geographic subdivision

Absence of Outside Library Subject Subdivision
form subdivision
chronological subdivision

- geographic subdivision
o Variation in Form of Subject Subdivision

form subdivision
chronological subdivision
geographic subdivision

An Additional LC Subject Heading was defined as the presence of a

distinct subject heading on a record created by LC where no such
distinct heading was present on the outside report. An Absence of

Outside Library Subject Heading was defined as the absence of a distinct
subject heading on the LC record where one existed on the outside
library report. Variation in Form of Subject Heading was defined as a

difference in the form or the fullness of form of the same subject
heading that appeared on both an outside report and the LC record that

replaced it.

3.3 Differences in Subject Headings

Considerable differences were found between the subject headings
of outside reports and the subject headings of the LC records that

replaced them. Of the outside reports, 73.2 percent displayed at least
one subject heading difference when compared ko the subject headings
provided in the LC record.

(1) Additional LC Subject Heading:'

The greatest source of difference between subject headings was
due to the LC record providing a subject heading_not,contained on
the outside report. These constituted 51.2 percent of all,

subject heading differences.

(2) Absence of Outside Library Subject Heading:

The area of second greatest difference occurred in the absence of
a subject heading on the LC record that was present on the
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outside report. These constituted 28.8 percent of all subject
heading differences.

(3) Variation in Form of Subject Heading:

Only 2.6 percent of subject heading differences occurred because
of variations in the form of subject heading between the LC
record and an outside report.

(4) Subject Subdivision Differences:

Of all subject heading differences between the records compared,
17.4 percent were due to some specific difference.in a subject
subdivision where the main subject entry element remained the
same. These difference wire distributed as follows: .

Additional LC Subject Subdivision: 9.4 percent
- form subdivision: 6.4 percent

chronological subdivision: 0.2 percent
geographic subdivision: 2.8 percent

Absence of Outside Library Subject Subdivision: 1,9 percent
form subdivision: 1.2 percent
chronological subdivision: 0.2 percent
geographic subdivision: 0.5 percent

Variation in Form of Subject Subdivi' ion: 6.1 percent
form subdivision: 3.9 percent
chronological subdivision: 0.5 percent
geographic subdivision: 1.7 percent

The information'provided in Figure '3 shows the cumulative
percentage of records-lb the sample having specific numbers of subject
heading differences. It can be seen from the figure that almost half
(49.6 percent) contain one.subject heading differende of less. Of the
records compared, 26.8.percent had no differences. The mean number of
subject heading differences per record compared was approximately 1.7.

Similar results were reported for analysis of subject headings
assigned to serial records birparticipants in the CONSER project. In a
sample of 99 cataloging records which had been originally cataloged by
CONSER members and then used by LC for current. cataloging, 45.9 percent
of all differences resulted from Additional LC Subject Headings, in
contrast to the NUC sample which indicated that 51.2 percent of all
differences had resulted from additional headings... Some differences in
the results, which could be accounted for by either sampling procedures
or.-differences in the nature of cataloging serials as opposed to
monographs, can be noted in the comparison of the two studies. The
serial sample showed that 43.2 percent of the differences resulted from
the. Absence of Outside Library Subject Headings, while the NUC sample
indicated that only 28.8 percent of.the differences were due .to this
factor. Moreover, the study of CONSER records indicated that 10.8
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percent of all differences resulted from Variations,in Form of Subject
Heading or some difference in subject subdivisions, while analysis of
the NUC data resulted in 20 percent of all differences being attributed
to differences in these categories.

3.4 Format for Entry Heading Analysis

Differences in,entry headings were compared between the 250
sampled outside library reports that were added to the Control FP.? and
the LC records that replaced. them.. The categories developeL for
analyzing these differences were created to satisfy three distinct
requirements: to.makethe findings on entry headings as comparable as
possible with those findings on subject headings in this and other
research; to make them. consistent with. the major. clasSifications of
headings in the AACR; and to highlight the impact of specifiC
differences in headings when maintaining a limited-accesa,filevsuch as
the NUC Control File. As was true in the analysis of subject heading
differences, the perspective of these categories of comparison was from
that Of the LC record. The specific categories for entry heading
analysis were:

Differences in Main Entry Headings
- choice of entry
- , form of entry

o Additional LC Added Entry Heading
- author (including corporate author)

title (including uniform and alternative
- series

o Absence of Outside Library Added Entry Heading
author
title
series

Variation in Form of Added Entry Heading
author
title
series

titles)

3.5 Differences in Entry Headings

The analysis of the differences in the sample indicate, that
approximately 68 Tercent of all records had at least one heading
difference when an LC record replaced an outside library recor&i In
this calculation of - differences, the convention of a main entry was
subscribed to, because the NUC Control File and the printed NUC prOvided
main entry access. Thus, two differences would be scored for a Acord,
when the outside report had included a main and added entry'in the
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reverse order to that found on the LC record. This occurred in 11' cf
the 250 records sampled. But even if we abandon 'the notion of- a main
entry access point and treat all headings as equal access points, 63.2
percent of all records' compared had at least one difference in. entry
headings. The specific findings of the comparison of records is

detailed below.

(1) Additional LC Added Entry Heading:

The largest percentage of differences in records was due to the

LC record having a distinct added entry heading when no such
distinct heading was present on the outside report. This case
constituted 50.2 percent of all differences in entry headings.
Of all the Additional LC Added Entry Headings:

15.2 percent were due to additional author headings_
20.0 percent were due to additional title headings
14.3 percent were due to additional series headings

(2) Absence of Outside Library Added Entry'Heading:

The second largest percentage of difference was due to the
absence of outside added -entry headings on LC records, which
represented 21.9 percent of all differences. These include:

12..4 percent of differences due to tip absence of author
headings

6.3 percent of differences duet to _he absence of title
headings

3.2 percent of diffe ces due to the absence of series
headings

(3) Differences in Main Efitry Headings:

The third largest n er of entry heading variations (19.6
percent) were due to differences in the main entry between the
two recoiit compared in either choice or of entry. Of the
differences, 7.6 percent were due to :_ac choice of main entry and
12.0 perce. . were due to form of tka main entry. About one-third
of the d: ferences in form of main entry were due to variations
in thc: ;.ollness of-form. in eight cases the LC record actually
diminit't the fullness of form, which could either bet result

file haracteristics or of the application of the newer title-
pc,,?-oriented rules. In an equal nurther of cases LC increased
Lie fullness of form, perhaps again due to its own file
characteristics. In either case, these differences had no
bearng on resolving conflicts within the NUC Control File.



(4) Variation in Form of Added Entry Heading:

Variations in the form of added entries accounted for 8.5 percent
of &11 differences detected between outside reports and LC
records. Of these, 2.9 percent were variations in the form of
name entry, 1.2 percent were'variations in the form of title, and
4.4 percent were due to variation&in the form of series added
entry. However, 4f the convention of a main entry is abandoned
and the differences in the form of those entl_es are added to
this total, the total number of differences due to variations in
form increases to third place among the major sources of
differences and represents 20.6 percent of the total number of
entry heading differenc,2s.

Figure &displays the cumulative percentage of records in the.
sample in relation to the number of entry heading differences found in
each record. It can be seen that approximately 66 percent of all
records contained one entry heading difference or less. Becausa the
distribution is skewed and there are a number of extreme scores, the
mean calculated at 1.26 differences per record is not an appropriate
"average" value. Since,boththe median and the mode are the same, it
would. be most useful to characterize the average number of entry
differences antinipated through replacements as one.

3.6 Summary of Differences in Headings

The results of the analysis of the NUC sample data showed that
42.6 percent of all differences in outside reports were due to
differences "in entry headings, while 57.4 percent were due to
differences in subject heading entry elements.

The majority of differences -'ebe result from replacement of
outside library' reports by LC records are additional LC entry and
subject heading access points. Of all record changes, 50.8 percent
result from additional LC headings, with a split of '21.4 percent in
entry headings and 29.4 percent in subject headings. By contrast, 25.8
peilbent of all changes were due to the absence of headings from outside:
library headings, 9.3 percent in the absence of entry headings and 16.5
percent in the absence of subject headings. All other differences,
accounting for 23.3 percent of the total, are the result of minor
categorical differences which may be observed in Table 6.

There appears to be consistent evidence to support the conclusion
that when an LC record replaces an NUC outside report, additional points
of access are created. Of the total of 739 bibliographic variations
made in the-sample of 250 records, 50.7 percent of all differences were
due to additional entry or subject access points in LC records (375),
while 25.8 percent of all differences (191) were due to the absence of
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES IN HEADINGS FROM
COMPARISON OF LC AND NUC RECORDS

(N = 250)

NUMBER OF PERCENT OF
TYPE OF DIFFERENCE DIFFERENCES TOTAL DIFFERENCES

Additional LC Headings 375 50.8

Additional LC Entry Heading 158 21.4

Additional LC Subject Heading 217 29.4

Absence of Outside Library Headings 191 25.8

Absence of.Outside Library Entry Heading 69 9'.3

Absence of Outside Library Subject Heading 122 16.5

Other Differences 173 23.3

Differences in Main Entry Heading, Form 38 5.1

-Differences in Main Entry Heading, Choice 24 3.2

Variation in Form of Added Entry Heading
- name 9 1.2
- title .5

- series 14 ) 1.9
--,...---

Variations'in Form of Subject Heading 11 1.5

Variations in Form of Subject Subdivisions
- form and Itopical subdivisions 16 2.2
- chronological subdivision 2-1 .3

- geographic subdivision 7 .9

Additional LC Subject Subdivision
- form and topical subdivisions 27 3.7
- chronological subdivision .1 .1 .

- geographic subdivision 12 1.6.

Absence of Outside Library Subject Subdivision
- form and topical subdivision -5 .7

- chronological subdivision 1 .1

- geographic subdivision 2 .3

TOTAL 739 739 99,4 99.9
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entry or subject access points on the LC record. When additions and
absences are compared, an average (mean) of .42 additional access points
per record were made in the LC record. The ratio of additions to
absences of subject headings was 1.8:1. The overall ratio of additions
to absences of access points was 1.96:1. The LC replacement of NUC
outside reports resulted in a 1,2 percent increase in name access
points, a 5.8 percent increase in title access points, a 4.7 percent
increase in series access points, and a 12.9 percent increase in subject
access points.

Both the mean, 2.96, and the median, 3.0, figures indicate that
the approximate "average"_number of differences that can be anticipated
in any bibliographic record is three. Figure 5 displays the
gistribution of differenCes in each record in relation to the total
Percentage of differences.. If' one wished to predict the .number of
differences that.will occur per record, a good estimate would be between
one and four differences per bibliographic record.
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4. DIFFERENCES IN BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION BETWEEN OUTSIDE REPORTS
TO THE NUC AND LC RECORDS

4.1 Format for Analysis of Description

Differences in de criptive cataloging were analyzed between the
250 records in the sample of outside library reports that entered the
NUC Control File and the LC records that replaced them. The sample was
that described in section 3.1. The categbries for analysis were
developed to parallel the major elements of descriAtiondeveloped in the
AACR. Differences were coded with the historical i objective of
descriptive cataloging that has been developed since Cutter's Rules for
a Dictionary Catalog: "To state the significant features of an item
with the purpose of distinguishing it from other items and describing
its scope, contents, and bibliographic relation to other items."1/
Thus, differences were noted when the specific variation would either
affect the identification of the item. Those that affected neither
could be reasonable ignored:2/ Differences in internal punctuation
which resulted from the introduction of the International Standard
Bibliographic Description (ISBD),'e.s hyphenation :mtween description
fields and slashes between title and author statements, were ignored.
Minor differences in abbreviations (e.g., "ill." for "illus.") were also
not scored as variations. Because nearly all records differed on the
specification of size found in the collation, which could result from
differences in binding standards, awing other variables, any variations
found in this area were not scored as differences.

The specific categories for the. analysis of descriptive
differences and,the types of modifications each included were:

o Variations Title Statement

These include modification of the title or subtitle,
increased or diminished completeness, additions or absences
of uniform, alternate, or parallel titles, etc.

o Variations in the Author Statement

These include increased or diminished completeness of this
statement, such as addition or absence of joint authors,
editors, translators, etc. Nonsubstantive words such as
"by", "Hrsg. von", etc., were ignored.

o Variations in the Edition Statement

These included any substantive difference in the statement
such as numbering and di.d.nguishing phrases like "revised,"
"enlarged," etc.
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o Variations in Place and Publisher

These include substantitive changes in places and

publishers' names such as the addition of place names,

ditributors, etc. Variations in the ab)eviation of these

names were ignored.

Variations in Date of (Publication

These include any difference in date such as addition or

absence of copyright date, printing date, etc. Differences

in punctuation were ignored.

Variations in Pages or Volumes

These include any difference in paging such as numbering of

preliminary pages, numbering of plates, and the addition or

absence of specific illustrative materials like 'graphs,

.maps, etc. Variations in abbreviations were ignored.

o Variations in Series Statement

These include any difference in the statement of series such

as order.of terms in the statement. Variations in the

abbreviation for **number" and "volume" were ignored.

4.2 Differences in Description

In the comparison of the 250'butside reports and LC replacements,

374 ,substantial variations were detected: 237 in the body of the entry

(title through date of publication) and 137 in the collation (pagination

through series statement). Thus, 63.4 percent of all differences

occurred in the body and 36.6 percent occurred in the collation. The

Mean number of differences per record was 1.496. Within the body of the

entry, the following differences were noted:

Variations
Variations
Variations
Variations
Variations

Total

in .Title

in Author StataMent
in Edition Statement
in Place or Publisher
in Date of Publication
Variations in Body of Entries

13.1 percent
28.3 percent
5.0 percent

35.0 percent
18.6 percent
100.0 .percent

Within the collation area, variations were noted in the following

categories:
-\

Variations in Pages or Volumes 40.1 percent.

Variations in Illustration Statement 46.7 percent

Variations in Series Statement 13.1 percent

Total Variation in Collation (rounded) 99.9 percent
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Differences between the descriptive elements of the 250 records
compared were extensive: 80.4 percent of all records had one or more
variations. The descriptive elements with the largest number of
variations were /the place and publisher, the author statement, and the
illustration statement. These constituted 57.2 percent of all
differences noted. Variations in the place of publication alone were
few, constituting only 4.5 percent of all the variations in the sample.
The variations in the publisher statement alone constituted-13.4 percent
of the differences between all descriptive elements, while combined
variations on a single record of both place and publisher constituted
4.3 percent of all variations. Variations in the author statement
resulted in 17., percent of all differences, while the illustration
statement accounted for 17.1 percent of the differences in the.Sample.
While these elements constitute a major portionbf all, variation, their
significance in eliminating duplication froM a union catalog is small.
Variation in the author statement is compensated for by the comparison
of entry headings associated with a record,,which are more consistent in
their form. On the other hand, variation in the illustration statement
of the collation is not thought to be a useful discriminator for
duplicates and is therefore not used in the checking for duplicates at
the NUC. Recent studies show that automated removal of duplicates, from
data basWi also ignor,-.. these .data.3/ 4/ 5/ One automated method
ignores thevUblisher entirely.!/

Differences in pas-knation constituted the fourth most common
source of variation, accounting for 14.7 percent of all differences in
the sample. The majority of these differences, however, were in the
roman numbered prelimitn-v paging. The importance of variation in
paging is diminished for &plicate searching if only arabic numerals are
Used when in removing unwanted duplication in a file.7/

Variat::.ons in the _j.es statement and edition statement resulted
in the smallet :urn of c Afferences: 8 percent. Differences in the
series stmt ant 1 in 4.8 percent of the variation, while
.differences in tl,,e ecation statement constituted 3.2 percent. The
occurrance of these fields in MARC records is low, as reported in a
sample taken by Williams ana MacLaury,8/ and edition comparisons were
eliminated in searching for duplication in their Illinois Union Catalog
study. These variations are therefore less important as distriminators
of duplicates than search keys built on the title, which-has a 100
percent incidence of occurrence.

The variations ay.e to title resulted in 8.3 percent of all
differences detected i.1 the sample. The variations in the date of
publication caused percent os all differences. These two fields
are of primary importance in the removal of duplicates from a file, as
reported by the manual searchers in the NUC Control File and as
indicated in recent literature reporting experiments with the automated



r val of duplicates.9/ -:These fields are also the most successful and
us ful points of access and means of discrimination between records for
users of library catalogs, as reported in a synthesis of catalog use
studies'by Lancaster.10/ Most of the variations in the title field were
due to the addition of subtitles, the completion of lengthy titles, and
title abbreviations occurring in foreign cataloged works. Most of the
variation in the date field occurred when minor changes were made in the
date information (the addition of "c" for copyright date, or the
supplying of later printing dates), although substantial differences
resulted from the supplying of dates by LC that were unknown to the
reporting library. A summary of all differences found/in the sample is

included in Table 7.

The average number of descriptive variations per record in this
comparison was 1.514. The median number of changes per record was one.
Although the number of differences reported is small, it must be noted
that this report ignored differe 'hces in punctuation and in some
abbreviations, as indicated at the beginning of this chapter. Of all
the records, 36.1 percent had no variations within the body of the
entry, while 39 percent had one difference, 21.6 percent had two
differences, and only 3.3 percent had three differences in description
within the body. No variations in the collation were found in 56.4
percent of the records, while 35 percent had one variation, 8.2 percent
had two variations, and only one record had variations in all three
areas (.4 percent).

The number of descriptive differences in the sample are given in

terms of cumulative percent'in Figure 6.

4.3 Comparison of Description.and Heading Variations

A number of different explanations may be given for cataloging
variations between libraries. These range from the effect of local

circumstances, including existing files, user needs, and staffing, to
lack of the most recent information for cataloging, including name

authorities and rule interpretations for descriptive cataloging. One
question that could be investigated from the data available in this

study was whether there eXisted a relationship between variations in
descriptive cataloging and variations in headings, both entry and

subject, between outside libraries reporting to the NUC and the

cataloging records of LC. Is the variation in cataloging
monodimensional, that is, do variations arise from a single source, such
as the t,'pe of record being cataloged or the individual library
cataloging the record? A-Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated
to determine whether variations in descriptive cataloging and variations
in entry and subject heading work were related, and to what degree. The



TABLE 7

SUMMARY OF DIFFERENCES IN DESCRIPTIVE ELEMENTS
FROM COMPARISON OF LC LND NUC RECORDS

= 250)

AREA OF DIFFERENCE
NUMBER OF
DIFFERENCES

PERCENT OF
TOTAL DIFFERENCES

9-

Title 31 8.3

Author Statement 67 17.9

Edition 12 3.2

Place and Publisher 83 22.2

Date 44 11.8

Pages and Volumes 55 14.7

Illustrations 64 .17.1

Series Statement 18 4.6

TOTAL 374 100.0
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sample and statistics used were those reported in Chapters 3 and 4. The
following standard equation for computing the correlation wart employed:

Ir = xY
d--77----2-
Ile Ey

where:'
C

r = Correlation coefficient
X = Number of differences in entry and subject headings on

a sample record
Y = Number of differences in bibliographic description on

a sample record
X = Mean number of differences in entry and subject heidings

per sample record
Mean number of differences in bibliographic description
per sample record

x =,X -
y =,Y -

Thus since Eiry = 71.95, Ex2 ,1,058 and Zy2 = 302.5, the following
correlation coefficient was c uteri:

71.95
r =

565.73

r = .1272

With a correlation coefficient this small, it was necessary to
calculate a test to determine whether an r of .1272 could occur by
chance in a sample of 250. The test of the hypothesis for nodifferende
(H0 :r = 0) was conducted at the .05 level (95 percent confidence) with
248 degrees of freedom. The critical value of the.test was 1.97. The
standard formula for the test is given as:

.127205i1
t =

\11 -.0162

t = 2.0198

The computation of the,tesc yielded a significant correlation of
.1272. That is, an r of .1272 would be significant in 95 out of 100
samples of 250 from the population sampled. An r of this; size, however,
is generally considered to be a slight; almost negligable, relationship.
The calculation of the coefficient of determination (r2, gives us a
better perspective of the strength of this relationship. In this
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correlation, r2 was equal to .016. The interpretation of this
coefficient is that only 1.6 percent of the variance in descriptive
cataloging is explained by the variance in entry and subject heading
work. We can therefore dismiss the notion that some single factor, such

/^'' am the outside reporting library's lack of adherence to standards or the
difficulty of' the individual record is the single great contributor 'to
differences in cataloging.. Instead, one .must lolok to more complex
explanations.

4.4 Time Taken to Replace NUC Records with LC Records

A
One factor to be considered in planning for a nationwide data

base was the ier4th of time it would take for a record transmitted by 'a
member library to be replaced with a record of higher authority which
would take precedence. To simulate this process, 'a random sample of 230
outside NUC reports which had been replaced by LC records was taken from
the NUC Control File and the dates on which each record entered the
Control File were compared. The interpretation of the time taken to
replace NUC reports should be undertaken with a great'deal of caution,
because of the nature of the data collection. Altliough the dates on
which each record entered the file (date of an NUC publication) were
Compared, the sample figure may be different from a "true" replacement
rate, which the current operating condition of the N.iC does not permit.
4 valid comparison would require both outside repots and NUC records to
enter the Control File on receipt. Because of the backlog of outside
reports to'be searched,. edited, and added to the Control File, outside
reports may main in process for as long as twenty-two months,.
Separate procodures are followed for editing and filing of LC records
which place them in the Control File soon after they are received. It
is possible, %herefore, that while the comparison of dates in this
sample may .indicate a two-year period of replacement for a certain

arecord, the actual elapsed time between the receipt of the outside
report and the receipt of the LC replacement may be as long as four or
five years. It may also be possible that an NUC report may arrive
before an LC record and yet reach the Control File only after the LC

-record has already been entered. In this latter case,,this sample would
have revealed no indication of a replacement.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of replacements in relation to
time using twelve-month class intervals. Intervals rather than raw data
were used because the replacement dates corresponded to NUC publication
dates, usually quarterly, and using precise months of replacement would
lead to false precision. The distribution in Figure 7 is positively
skewed, similarly to a Bradford distribution, which indicates a
progression of replacements more logarithmic than arithmetic. The use
of a mean value to characterize the "average" time taken to replace an
outside report is misleading because of the presence of extreme scores.
The median time of approximately thirty months is perhaps the best
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"average" value and indicates that approximately one-half of those items
to be replaced will be replaced in less than two and one-half years. It
must be considered, however, that this "average" time for replacement
may be in fact as long as five and one-half years.

Figure 8 shows the cumulative percentage replacement in
relation to time. It can readily be seen that over ono, quarter of the
replacements occur within one year, and, that 80 percent of all
replacements are made , within six and one-half years. This sample
included only records that had been replaced. The determir tion of the
number Of items which are never replaced is thus not indicated and is
beyond the scope of this report. Considering theLrapid obsolescence of
materials in many fields of knowledge and the need for quick access to
materials in, every discipline, the reports of outside libraries seem to
provide a distinct and valuable supplement to the national collection

:available at LC.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions for a Nationwide Data 'Ease Derived from the Analysis
of Processes in, the Catalog Publication Division

NN

The National Union Catalog has served libraries and the cause of
scholarship in ,'a unique and exemplary fashion since its inception in
1901. It provides valuable assistance in the areas of acquisition and
collection deelopment, catalOging,. interlibrary loan, teference, and
research to libraries throughout'the world. The rich experience of the
NUC can serve as both -a guide and a -stimulant to planning for a._
nationwide data base and network. The following conclusions are derived
from a brief participation.in certain\elements of this experience and
may be viewed as recommendationifor fixture data base operations.

(1) A set of written guidelines must be created for the,

editorial sections of future centers of responsiblity and
centers of special authorization to serve as a guide for
editors and as a document to aid'reporting libraries.

There is wide variation among NUC editbrs in their modification
.of-outside_reports, establishment of headings, and creation of cross
references. The I lack of current written ',guidelines that are
consistently enforced permits editors to have the \latitude for broad
interpretation of general policies regarding the production of the NUC.
This could lead to inconsistencies in a file which, will inevitably
diminish the utility of the product as users will be less able to
anticipate potential access ooints in conduCting their searches.

(2) The editorial staff of a proposed nationwide network should
have the most current and open access to the policies and
interpretation guidelines of the LC cataloging divisions_ in
a usable forM. This access should be broadened to
eventually include all libraries that report their holdings
to the data base.

Variations in cataloging records would be reduced if reporting
libraries were able to incorporate LC rule' interpretations in their
cataloging. This incorporation would also reduce conflicts in local
cataloging that are dependent upon LC and NUC reports for their
cataloging data and potentially reduce cataloging costs on the local

ti Ilevel a well as for the NUC Editorial and Control Sections. It can be
anticipated, that these variations and their resulting inefficiencies
will exist in a nationwide data base unless coordinated action is taken.
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Cumulative Book Index was less effective, with a verification rate of
32.8 percent. When this level of effectiveness is combined with the
average time required to search titles, the NUC was rejected as an
ineffective verification tool.

This lack of currentness can also be observed in the data derived
from the study described in Section 2.1, 'which analyzed a sample of
outside reports from the July-September 1976 quarterly edition of the
NUC. No titles were found with 1976 imprints in the catalog, while 1975
imprints represented-less than 1 percent of the records, and records of
1974 imprints were just being registered by 1976.

The diminished comprehensiveness of the'NUC can also be observed
in the comparison of growth statistics between the NUC and the OCLC data
base. Figure 9 depicts the declining 'number of records published
annually in the NUC. By contrast, the increase in records input and
growth of the data base can be observed in the OCLC file, as Figure 10
and Figure 11 graphically demonstrate. The NUC Control File and the
OCLC data base differin the levels of effort expended in creating files
with high bibliographic integrity and freedom, from unwanted duplication.
-Operations oriented to machine-readable records and the exchange of
information via telecommunication links would, however, expedite these
processes for any future bibliographic data base and network.

5.2 Recommendations for Future Investigation

This study has established to some degree the relative rate of
replacement of NUC reports by LC copy and the diversity of cataloging
practice indicated by the extent of differences in the records. Each of
these two problems still requires further investigation to ascertain a
more precise rate of replacement independent of internal processing time
and backlog for searching NUC reports and to determine the sources of
differences in cataloging practice between librarieb so that decisive
steps can be taken to reduce inconsistent cataloging practices before an
attempt is made to input records into a nationwide data base.

fl) Conduct a study in the form of a blind experiment to
determine not only the differences between the records for
documents cataloged, originally by FUC contriburo:s and LC
but also the reasons for these differences.

The objective.-of this investigation would be to demonstrate
Causal links betWeen specific cataloging coalitions. in !Ic member
libraries and . variations between their recordn and LC cataloging
records. This study, because. of economic.and time constraints, would
have to sacrifice external validity (generalizability) for' the internal
validity which must be present if causal inferences are /to be drawn.
This study would therefore concentrate on an intensive investigation of
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(3) Increase access to LC, authorities.

The LC Official Catalog is the final arbiter for establishing
authorities in the NUC Control File, and thus in the division's
publications. This authority is currently imposed through the limited
use of the Official Catalog by the NUC editorial staff and through the
new 14 records which establish new headings or serve to modify
established ones. The physical distance of the Catalog Publication
Division from Processing Services currently hampers the work of the
Editorial Section. The inability of libraries reporting to the NUC to
access the Official Catalog also leads to inconsistencies and
differences in establishing headings in their reports. Planning for a
nationwide data '9241Se must include access to all authority information in
machine-readable form which can be shared through a telecommunication
link.

(4) Any proposed nationwide data base must be designed for the
receipt, processing, and dissemination of bibliographic
information in a machine-readable mode to achieve a high
level of cost-effectiveness in internal operations and to be
of greatest utility in the delivery of services.

1.

Of all records submitted to the NUC, 89.3 percent were from
libraries which could have shared bibliographic information directly
with the NUC in machine-readable form. Most of these records (85.6
percent) would be available through, and most of the libraries reporting
(59 percent) would be members of, at least one of the three major
bibliographic utilities: OCLC, WIN, and RLIN. The current manual
processes of the Catalog Publication Division are cumbersome and slow.
The processes of a proposed nationwide data base shOuld take advantage
of the current capabilities of repOrting libraries that: are no longer in
a manual mode. Those libraries that cannot transmit bibliographic
information in this form should be accommodated as a special system.
The manual operations which are responsible for the approximately
twenty-two month backlog of searching new outside reports at the NUC are
currently diminishing the overall effectiveness of the NUC as a source
of both location and bibliographic information. In a recent evaluation
of the effectiveness of bibliographic services for verification
purposes, the NUC demonstrates the effect of the internal manual
operations responsible for its lack of currentness.

In the evaluation conducted by Reid,l/ the NUC was compared with
other verification tools including OCLC, Inc., LC deposits, the American
Book Publishing Record, and the Cumulative Book Index. Using a
population of currently requested monographs in the English language
with imprints ranging from 1974 to 1976, a sample of 534 titles was
taken betOpeen May 17 and June 18, 1976. ocw, LC deposits, and BPR all
proved more effective than the NUC as a verification tool. Of all
searched items, 92.7 percent were verified through the OCLC system,
while only 44.6 percent were verified using the NUC. Only the
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the records and internal conditions of a small number of libraries which
were determined by judgment to be representative of libraries which
would submit reports of catalog activity to a nationwide data base.

Ten. libraries would be selected and approached for participation
in this study. Each library would be requested to submit its' originals
cataloging records-and they would be searched to determine :ehether they
haVe been cataloged by LC, are currently in process, or are in a low
priority cataloging category which can be immediately cataloged for the
purposes of this investigation. The individual libraries participating
woulc; be asked to retain their workslips and other precataloging records
for all records submitted in this experiment.

Records would be compared for differences in all cataloging
fields, and the results tabulated as in the descriptive portion of this
study. The principle investigator would then schedule visits to each of
the participating libraries, examine preliminary cataloging records and
worksheets; and interview original catalogers to determine why specific
decisions were made that varied from LC practice. The resources,
policies, and guidelines for rule interpretation would also be 'examined
at LC concerning these records to determine what factors were absent in
the participating libraries which contributed to the variations in the
cataloging records.

This procedure should supply the data necessary to determine the
extent of reduced variation that would result from' specific programs
such. as the rapid, sharing of cataloging policy, guidelines, and
interpretations which could assist libraries, in establishing a higher
degree of uniformity in cataloging practices. Factors which were beyond
the control of a nal:ional program would also be identified.

(2) Conduct a study to investigate the rate of replacement and
the time taken to replace individual library reports with LC
records.

This investigation would be conducted using an on-line
bibliographic utility such as OCLC which would not be subject to the
processing delays and backlogs which now exist in the Catalog
Publication Division. Currently input original cataloging would be
sampled in the data base and monitored for replacement by LC records.
Since it is a longitudinal study, this would take a minimum of one to
two years to conduct. However, since examination of ithe NUC
replacements within current operations does not permit a reliable
measure of the records actually replaced, nor are specific time periods
for replacement obtainable, this study would permit the only reliable
measure of replacement rate and time.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AACR Anglo-American Cataloging Rules (1967)

LC Library of Congress

LC MARC MARC records created by the Library of Congress

MARC Machine-readable cataloging

NUC National Union Catalog (publication)

NUC National Union Catalog (file)

RLIN Research Libraries Information Network

WLN Washington Library Network
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